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Abstract

A Point-to-Multipoint (P2MP) Pseudowire (PW) is a mechanism that emulates the essential attributes of a unidirectional P2MP Telecommunications service such as P2MP ATM over a Packet Switched Network (PSN). One of the applicabilities of a P2MP PW is to deliver a Layer 2 multicast service, that carries multicast frames (encoded using Layer 2 or IP mechanisms) from a multicast source to one or more multicast receivers.

[RFC4664] describes a number of different ways in which sets of PWs may be combined together into "Provider Provisioned Layer 2 VPNs" (L2 PPVPNs, or L2VPNs), resulting in a number of different kinds of L2VPN. P2MP PWs enable a L2VPN to provide a Virtual Private Multicast Service (VPMS), which may be in addition to the Virtual Private Wire Service (VPWS) offered by the L2VPN. A VPMS is a L2VPN service that provides point-to-multipoint connectivity traffic to customers.

VPMS framework and requirements are described in [VPLS-REQ]. One of the VPMS requirements is auto-discovery. This document describes how procedures outlined in [VPLS-MCAST] can be used for auto-discovery (A-D) in VPMS using BGP. This document also describes BGP based procedures for P2MP PW signaling for VPMS that may be used when BGP is used for VPMS auto-discovery.
1. Specification of requirements

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].

2. Introduction

A Point-to-Multipoint (P2MP) Pseudowire (PW) is a mechanism that emulates the essential attributes of a unidirectional P2MP Telecommunications service such as P2MP ATM over a Packet Switched Network (PSN). One of the applicabilities of a P2MP PW is to deliver a Layer 2 multicast service, that carries multicast frames (encoded using Layer 2 or IP mechanisms) from a multicast source to one or more multicast receivers.

The required functions of P2MP PWs include encapsulating service-
specific PDUs arriving at an ingress Attachment Circuit (AC), and
carrying them across a tunnel to one or more egress ACs, managing
their timing and order, and any other operations required to emulate
the behavior and characteristics of the service as faithfully as
possible. Encapsulation details and procedures of P2MP PWs are
described in [P2MP-PW].

P2MP PWs extend the PWE3 architecture [RFC3985] to offer a P2MP
Telecommunications service. They follow the PWE3 architecture as
described in [RFC3985] with modifications as outlined in [P2MP-PW-
REQ] and [P2MP-PW-ENCAP].

One notable difference between point-to-point (P2P) PWs as outlined
in [RFC3985] and P2MP PWs is that the former emulate a bidirectional
service whereas the latter emulate a unidirectional service.

[RFC4664] describes a number of different ways in which sets of PWs
may be combined together into "Provider Provisioned Layer 2 VPNs" (L2
PPVPNs, or L2VPNs), resulting in a number of different kinds of
L2VPN. P2MP PWs enable a L2VPN to provide a Virtual Private Multicast
Service (VPMS), which may be in addition to the Virtual Private Wire
Service (VPWS) offered by the L2VPN. A VPMS is a L2VPN service that
provides point-to-multipoint connectivity traffic to customers.

VPMS framework and requirements are described in [VPLS-REQ]. One of
the VPMS requirements is auto-discovery.

This document describes how procedures outlined in [VPLS-MCAST] can
be used for auto-discovery (A-D) in VPMS using BGP. The BGP based A-D
procedures also allow meeting other VPMS requirements such as
redundancy.

This document also describes BGP based procedures for P2MP PW
signaling for VPMS that may be used when BGP is used for VPMS auto-
discovery.

The BGP based auto-discovery procedures that are specified in this
document are meant to allow VPMS edge devices to discover each other
even when the P2MP PW signaling protocol is a protocol other than BGP
such as LDP [LDP-P2MP-PW]. However this version of the document does
not provide all the details for that particular case.
3. Layer 2 Multicast VPN

A VPMS "customer" is a customer of a Service Provider seeking to provide P2MP connectivity between its various "sites" (each an independent network) at Layer 2 through the Service Provider’s network, while maintaining privacy of communication and address space. The device in a customer site that connects to a Service Provider PE (provider edge) router is termed the CE (customer edge) device; this device may be a router or a switch.

Each CE within a VPN is assigned a CE ID, a number that uniquely identifies a CE within an L2 VPN. More accurately, the CE ID identifies a physical connection from the CE device to the PE, since a CE may be connected to multiple PEs (or have multiple connections to a PE); in such a case, the CE would have a CE ID for each connection. A CE may also be part of many L2 VPNs; it would need one (or more) CE ID(s) for each L2 VPN of which it is a member. The number space for CE IDs is scoped to a given VPN.

Within each physical connection from a CE to a PE, there may be multiple ACs circuits.

A P2MP connection is rooted at a single CE, called the root CE (or ingress CE) and has one or more other CEs, called the leaf CEs (or egress CEs), as the leaves. The P2MP PW emulates the connectivity between the root CE and leaf CEs over the PSN.

A L2VPN that offers VPMS is referred to as a L2 Multicast VPN (L2 MVVPN) in this document. Such a L2VPN is defined by two sets of sites, Sender Sites set and Receiver Sites set following the definition of sender site and receiver site in [VPMS-REQ]. These sites have the following properties:

- CEs within the Sender Sites set could originate traffic for CEs in the Receiver Sites set. A PE MUST deliver traffic received from a CE in the Sender Sites set to the CEs in the Receiver Sites set using a P2MP PW.

- CEs not in the Receiver Sites set should not be able to receive this traffic.

- CEs within the Receiver Sites set could receive traffic originated by any CEs in the Sender Sites set.

- CEs within the Receiver Sites set should not be able to receive traffic originated by any CE that is not in the Sender Sites set.
A site could be both in the Sender Sites set and Receiver Sites set, which implies that CEs within such a site could both originate and receive multicast traffic. An extreme case is when the Sender Sites set is the same as the Receiver Sites set, in which case all sites could originate and receive multicast traffic from each other.

Sites within a given L2 MVPN may be either within the same, or in different organizations, which implies than an L2 MVPN can be either an Intranet or an Extranet.

A given site may be in more than one L2 MVPN, which implies that L2 MVPNs may overlap.

Not all sites of a given L2 MVPN have to be connected to the same service provider, which implies that an L2 MVPN can span multiple service providers.

Another way to look at a L2 MVPN is to say that an L2 MVPN is defined by a set of administrative policies. Such policies determine both Sender Sites set and Receiver Site set. Such policies are established by L2 MVPN customers, but implemented/realized by L2 MVPN Service Providers using the existing mechanisms, such as Route Targets, with extensions, as necessary.

There may be multiple sender sites in a given L2 MVPN. On each PE that has a L2 MVPN instance, there may be multiple receiver sites in that instance. One possible policy may be for each receiver site to receive traffic from all the sender site. Another policy might be for a given receiver site to receive traffic only from a given sender site. To accomplish this there may be local algorithms on the PEs to map a particular sender CE to a set of receiver CEs. It is not necessary in this case to configure on each receiver CE which CE it wishes to receive traffic from.

4. Mapping Sender Attachment ACs to Receiver ACs

A P2MP PW provides a mechanism for the root CE to send traffic to one or more leaf CEs over a PSN. P2MP PW semantics are covered in [P2MP-PW-REQ] and P2MP PW encapsulation is described in [P2MP-PW-ENCAP].

A root CE in a sender site sends VPMS traffic on one or more ACs to the root PE. The root PE delivers this traffic over a P2MP PW to one or more leaf PEs. Each leaf PE in turn delivers this traffic to one or more leaf CEs in a receiver site. A particular leaf CE MUST receive this traffic over a single AC.

A particular leaf CE may receive traffic from multiple sender CEs.
Traffic from different sender CEs is received by a leaf PE over unique P2MP PWs. The leaf PE may use unique ACs or the same AC to send traffic received over unique P2MP PW, to the same leaf CE. This AC is determined by the leaf PE using local procedures which rely on the policy in the L2 MVPN and may rely on the root CE identifier. For instance an AC may be configured with the root CE identifier it is expecting to receive traffic from. Or there may be an algorithmic mapping between the root CE identifier and the leaf AC. Or the policy might be to send all the traffic that is received by a receiver PE in a L2 MVPN to all ACs that are in the receiver site set.

5. VPMS Auto-Discovery

As specified in [VPMS-REQ] a VPMS instance requires auto-discovery procedures for the PEs in the Receiver Sites set to discover the PEs (and CEs) in the Sender Sites Set. Depending on the PSN Tunneling technology used the PEs in the Sender Sites set also may require discovering the PEs in the Receiver Sites set.

Procedures outlined in [VPLS-MCAST] include the use of BGP for auto-discovery and the concepts of Route Distinguishers (RD) to make VPN advertisements unique, and Route Targets to control VPN topology. [VPLS-MCAST] builds on the mechanisms outlined in [L2VPN-DISC] and [RFC4761] to provide auto-discovery based on BGP. This document reuses the procedures described in [VPLS-MCAST] for auto-discovery with modifications described in this document.

The PE that advertises a locally attached VPMS CE MUST generate a BGP NLRI that includes the RD and the local CE ID <RD, CE ID>. Note that in [VPLS-MCAST] an equivalent advertisement carries the VE ID in the NLRI. The BGP A-D route MUST carry the set of Route Targets being exported by the VPMS instance.

The BGP based auto-discovery procedures that are specified in this document are meant to allow VPMS edge devices to discover each other even when the P2MP PW signaling protocol is a protocol other than BGP such as LDP [LDP-P2MP-PW]. However this version of the document does not provide all the details for that particular case. The details will be provided once [LDP-P2MP-PW] procedures mature.

As described in the section "Layer 2 Multicast VPN" the information about whether a CE belongs to a sender site or a receiver site is determined from the Route Targets (RT) that are configured to enforce the administrative policies of a L2 MVPN. These RTs are advertised in the corresponding BGP A-D routes. For instance if some of the sites in a VPMS are only in sender site set while others are only in receiver sites set, then CEs that are in the receiver site set are
configured to import only sender site set RTs. While CEs that are in the sender site set are configured to import only the receiver site set RTs. In this case two RTs are required to provision the VPMS instance.

5.1. Redundancy

[VPMS-REQ] describes requirements for redundancy that rely on multi-homing a sender CE to multiple PEs. The goal is to allow redundancy of the ingress PE. BGP based auto-discovery procedures allow each ingress PE that is part of the multi-homed PE set for a given sender CE to advertise a BGP NLRI for the CE. If the CE ID is configured to be the same on all the ingress PEs, BGP path selection procedures ensure that only a given PE is chosen as the primary PE at a given time. In other words egress PEs receive traffic only from a given PE at a time for a multi-homed sender CE. It is a matter of local policy as to whether a) the other ingress PEs transmit traffic on the P2MP PW and the egress PEs drop this traffic or b) the other ingress PEs drop traffic that they receive from the sender CE.

6. VPMS P2MP PW Signaling

Documents mentioned above [VPLS-MCAST], [L2VPN-DISC], [RFC4761], share the idea that routers not directly connected to VPN customers should carry no VPN state, restricting the provisioning of individual connections to just the edge devices. This is achieved by using P2MP PWs to carry the traffic using the encapsulation described in [P2MP-PW-ENCAP]. A L2 MVPN requires signaling procedures for the root PE to signal P2MP PWs to leaf PEs.

As described in [P2MP-PW-ENCAP], upstream assigned MPLS labels are used as P2MP PW demultiplexors. This section describes how this demultiplexor is signaled using BGP based mechanisms outlined in [VPLS-MCAST]. Note that procedures in this section are not required if another mechanism or procedures are used for P2MP PW signaling. LDP based P2MP PW signaling [LDP-P2MP-PW] is one such mechanism. Even if that is the case BGP based A-D procedures as specified in this document MUST be used for VPMS auto-discovery.

Traffic belonging to different P2MP PWs, which may be in different L2VPNs, may be carried over the same P2MP PSN tunnel. Thus there is a need to identify at the leaf PE the P2MP PW the packet belongs to. As described in [P2MP-PW-ENCAP] this is done by using an upstream assigned MPLS label that determines the P2MP PW for which the packet is intended. The ingress PE MUST use this label as the bottom-most label while encapsulating a customer data packet.
The P2MP PW signaling problem is similar to the problem of identifying traffic for different VPLSs when Aggregate Trees are used in [VPLS-MCAST]. In that case, the inner label must identify the VPLS, while in the case of P2MP PWs, the inner label must identify the P2MP PW. This document reuses the procedures of [VPLS-MCAST] to signal this label and the binding of the P2MP PW to the PSN Tunnel. For details on the procedures, please refer to [VPLS-MCAST].

The ingress PE MUST inform the egress PEs about the inner label as part of the tree binding procedures described in section 12 of [VPLS-MCAST] using the PMSI Tunnel Attribute. As described above the BGP NLRI carries the root CE ID.

6.1. P2MP PW Encapsulation Type

The set of encapsulation types carried in the L2-info extended community [RFC4761] has been expanded to include the following set. The encapsulation type identifies the Layer 1 or Layer 2 encapsulation, e.g., ATM, Frame Relay etc.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Encapsulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Reserved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Frame Relay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ATM AAL5 VCC transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ATM transparent cell transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Ethernet VLAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Ethernet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Cisco-HDLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>PPP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>CEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>ATM VCC cell transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>ATM VPC cell transport</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. Data Forwarding

Data forwarding follows the procedures specified in [P2MP-PW-ENCAP].
8. Inter-AS and Multi-Segment P2MP PWs

This document supports all of the inter-AS methodologies described in [VPLS-MCAST] using the procedures of [VPLS-MCAST] when the signaling procedures of this document are used along with the auto-discovery procedures of this document.

A Multi-Segment P2MP PW is equivalent to a segmented inter-AS tree that is described in [VPLS-MCAST], in the case of inter-AS option (b). A segment of an inter-AS segmented tree is equivalent to a segment of a Multi-Segment P2MP PW. A segmented inter-AS tree for a particular VPLS instance is formed by dynamically stitching intra-AS segments. The same procedures can be used to dynamically stitch segments of a Multi-Segment P2MP PW. Inter-AS segmented tree procedures of [VPLS-MCAST] MUST be used to build Multi-Segment P2MP PWs, by replacing the VE ID with the root CE-ID in the NLRI.

9. Security Considerations

TBD

10. IANA Considerations

IANA is requested to maintain a registry for the encaps type field of the Layer 2 Info Extended Community [RFC4761]. This document defines the following encapsulation types in addition to those defined in [RFC4761]. IANA is requested to add these values in the new registry:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Encapsulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Reserved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Frame Relay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ATM AAL5 VCC transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ATM transparent cell transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Ethernet VLAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Ethernet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Cisco-HDLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>PPP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>CEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>ATM VCC cell transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>ATM VPC cell transport</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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